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Abstract— While operating in different modes, it’s become 

necessary to reduce the electricity theft. A major challenge 

for utilities is energy theft, where in malicious actors steal 

energy for financial gain. All worlds working on smart 

things so it’s necessary to develop smart protection against 

theft & increase power quality. And support to our 

economic development. In this project we present a PLC 

(Power Line Communication) based automatic electricity 

theft detection & next action taken against theft control. In 

this cast we will develop and PLC based system which 

basically detects the current. If incoming current or current 

through meter does not match to the current taken by the 

load which means the consumer have tapped the line before 

the line/cable enter into the meter. Hence this will drive the 

controller to send the information over existing transmission 

line which feed the power to the consumer. That information 

will retrieve by the utility. As we are using the existing 

power line to communicate hence there is no need to 

develop an advance communication infrastructure to detect 

the theft. And no more running cost is needed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

India is now in early stage of major transformation which 

leads to new and large opportunity to its 1.3 billion people 

currently India is center stage of many international affairs 

And Is one of the developing countries. Development of 

every nation is depends on the how much energy is 

consumed by individual it is found that per capita 

consumption of Indian individual is far less than the 

developed nation, it is nearly one third of developed 

countries here some of the highlights regarding the Indian 

power sector are summarized below which will reveals the 

importance of this project which we are currently working  

 India was the third largest energy consumer in 2013 

after china and US 

 India had more than 300 gigawatt of installed 

generation capacity in early 2016 connected to national 

grid 

 In India still 240 million people are not having 

electricity access 

 In 2014 this number were 300 million 

 75% of energy in India is generated from fossil fuel out 

of total generation 70% of plant are coal fired, hydro 

generation account for nearly 14%  

 Coal remain the backbone of Indian power sector 

 India expecting to have power generation from 

renewable sources is to be reached 175GW by 2022 

 Solar power is key source for this expansion 

These are the recent condition of Indian power 

industry. 

Now let’s take short consideration on transmission 

and distribution losses worldwide and India. As we all know 

that India is responsible to 10% increase in demand of 

energy worldwide hence here should be some way to 

manage this increase in demand. There is one way to 

overcome this demand is to reduced transmission and 

distribution (T&D) all over the India.  Because it is found 

that currently India has 22% T&D losses. The power 

ministry of India decided to pull these losses to 19% by 

2019. Worldwide transmission and distribution losses are 

account for more than then the generating capacity of   

Germany, UK France 

These are the some quality analysis of technical 

losses that can be precisely measure and can be reduced. but 

there are another class of losses which can’t be precisely 

measure because this losses are driven by factors which are 

external to the power system called non-technical 

loss(NTL). Energy theft is an important class of this kind. 

Developing country has 10-40% of this kind of losses  

It is estimated that worldwide total revenue losses 

associated with only energy theft is nearly equal to the $25 

billion out of which India is having loss of revenue due to 

theft is $4.5 billion(nearly 18%  of worldwide losses occurs 

in India due to only theft of energy) fore more if 10% (of 

above)is recovered then we can conserve about 83000GWHr 

of energy and CO2  emission  can be reduced to 9.2 million 

tons per year hence minimizing theft will not increase only 

the profit of utility as well as it will help to maintain the our 

environment. Hence we can’t ignore the losses that occurs 

due to theft because it 

 Overload the generator 

 Quality of supply get affected because energy which get 

stolen is not accounted for power flow studies 

 The overload might causes the under voltage, frequency 

reduction which may serious to stability problems, 

which in-turn  can damage consumer sensitive 

equipment  

 To compensate this unpredictable demand(theft )load 

shading is to be done so that voltage profile should be 

maintain  

 Energy theft/NTL are negative forces which frozen the 

development of the utility because loss of money is so 

high 

In this proposed work we had tried to developed a 

model which require very little modification in current 

power system to detect also this technique is furthermore 

can be utilizes to construct  advance metering infrastructure 

(AMI)   

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Most common method of electricity theft is tempering the 

electromagnetic meter by strong magnet, tapping the 

distribution feeder and modern electronic meter can be 

control by radio frequency devices. Apart from this more 

engineered way is to use another neutral path rather than the 

neutral through meter. 

There are several methods which were presented to 

detect the theft and for AMI, but many of concept can’t be 

used for large but for evolution purpose these were more 

reliable and dominant.  While implementing for large 

system large constrain are face. For example there are 
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project which uses Zigbee module. Zigbee modem uses 

wireless communication techniques. By using this module 

the metering module communicate with the centeral station  

but effective communication distance for this module is very 

less(2km ) which far less and second disadvantage is that it 

require very costly communicating infrastructure, with little 

change in current power system it can’t be implemented. 

Another concept for detecting theft is decision tree- 

SVM (support vector machine) which require lot of input 

(information) like temperature, season, number of person 

and actual energy consumption Number of appliances 

Number of persons, consumption Time slot. All above 

information is given to the decision tree which generates 

expected energy consumption per person. Expected energy 

consumption per person along with actual energy 

consumption is given to the SVM. SVM then do 

classification of legal and illegal consumer. But biggest 

disadvantages of this method are that it required large 

number of information to be carried up to center through 

communicating media which is absent. 

The technique should be such that which uses 

optimum information and have capability so that with little 

modification in current power system that can be 

implemented 

III. SYSTEM DESIGN 

Power line communication (plc) technique is one of the 

method of communication that can be used to make a 

bidirectional communication between the utility and 

consumer, this is the technique in which the information is 

put on the power line and on receiving site get retrieve. 

 
Fig. 1: Model to detect the theft 

In the model shown above we develop a model 

which detects electricity theft which informs the utility via 

power line carrier communication (plcc).  

Basically this methodology is depends on KCL the 

input current is sense by input current transformer CT1 and 

outgoing current is sense of energy meter is sense by CT2. If 

there is theft occurs then there will be difference between 

current sense by CT1 and CT2  this difference will drives 

the microcontroller and a signal is produce this signal will 

then transfer to plcc modem via UART. The plcc modem 

will then superimposed this data on power line which will 

receive by utility indicating that theft is occur on this 

consumer number. If it is so This PLC can also receive 

commands from the Software to control the owner’s 

electrical loads. On receiving command it can switch 

ON/OFF the loads. Here our main device is an plcc modem 

which have several advantages that we never have to go 

through a method which require a running cost as other 

technology of AMR need frequent running cost where plcc 

doesn’t need any running cost as it install then can be last 

for years without any cost of operation it will continue to 

work 24/7 which continuously updates the consumers and 

line status to monitors the theft   

The receiving end will also have similar structure if 

there will not be any software but if we are go through the 

software then data will be show on software window hence 

as consideration of large system we can’t use the one to one 

communication methodology we need to see that where is 

theft and hence we need to develop and software which will 

should provide an effectively communication between 

utility and consumer. If it is found that the theft is occur on 

particular consumer’s home software immediately updates 

the information and hence operator can take the action. He 

first shut down consumer’s load by sending command and 

then and then he will inform the higher authority that theft is 

occurring on this no. then authority will take the needed 

action  

IV. CONCLUSION 

This method is very important to detect theft when particular 

consumer taped the service line because it is very hard to 

detect the consumer which taped the service line. By 

implementing this technique the heavy loss associated with 

theft can be save which improve the national economy of 

the country moreover this will force the development of 

power sector 
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